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ABSTRACT. Mode-conversion is studied in the ion-cyclotron range of
frequencies (ICRF) taking into account the toroidal geometry relevant
for tokamaks. The global wavefields obtained using the gyrokinetic
toroidal PENN code illustrate how the fast wave propagates to the
neighborhood of the ion-ion hybrid resonance, where it is converted
to a slow wave which deposits the wave energy through resonant
interactions with the particles. The power deposition profiles obtained
are dramatically different from the toroidal resonance absorption,
showing that Budden's model is not a good approximation in the torus.
Radially and poloidally localized wavefield structures characteristic
of slow wave eigenmodes are predicted and could in experiments be
driven to large amplitudes so as to interact efficiently with fast particles.



1 INTRODUCTION

High confinement regimes have recently been obtained in many tokamaks by avoiding the
magneto-hydrodynamic and micro-instabilities with a transient shaping of the current
profile. To maintain this high performance over a longer period of time, steady state
current drive scenarios remain however to be developed using a possible combination of
neutral beams, bootstrap current and non-inductive current generation with waves.

Mode-conversion at the ion-ion hybrid resonance is one of the methods which could
provide for a significant amount of current locally by absorbing slow waves with Landau
damping on the electrons [1]. In fusion reactors, it may also be useful to enhance the
overall burn efficiency by channelling the a—particle energy to the plasma bulk ions [2],
reducing thereby the total amount of circulating heating power. Considerable experimen-
tal progress has recently been made [3, 4, 5, 6] showing that radio-frequency power can be
absorbed locally, on and away from the cyclotron resonance. The theoretical understand-
ing of the process remains however incomplete, due mainly to the combined difficulties
engendered by a broken symmetry, the global character of the wavefield and the propaga-
tion of different interacting wave branches introduced by the finite Larmor radius (FLR)
excursions of the particles.

One-dimensional slab configurations have been studied analytically by assymptotic
matching [7, 8, 9] and numerically using full wave gyrokinetic codes [11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17].
Detailed comparisons showed that both methods are in good quantitative agreement and
that the mode converted power can already be accurately calculated in terms of the
fast wave only using resonance absorption [7] provided that the wave energy is regularly
distributed around a single resonance. The problem is however more complicated in
toroidal geometry where the asymptotic matching is unknown for two-dimensional non-
separable wave equations and where the ray-tracing fails in the presence of evanescent
layers and reflections [10]. Global toroidal wave codes based on fluid descriptions of the
fast wavefield [18, 19, 20] have therefore been developed and evaluate the power mode-
converted in tokamaks using resonance absorption assuming that resonance absorption
and the mode-converted power coincide also in toroidal geometry. Relatively soon it
became however clear that it is not possible within the fluid plasma model to separate
the power resonantly absorbed by the ions from the power resonantly absorbed by the
electrons [21]; more recently it was found that the power absorbed at each resonance
can also depend on the resistivity or the temperature profiles [22, 23], indicating that
resonance absorption does not in fact well approximate the power mode-converted in a
torus.

Several toroidal kinetic codes have been developed for global wave calculations in the
ion-cyclotron range of frequencies, taking into account the geometry, the gyro-orbit width
of the particles, the Landau damping and the parallel electric field to various degrees of
refinement [18, 24, 25, 26], producing results which were sometimes in good agreement
with experimental measurements [6]. A convincing toroidal calculation showing how the
fast wave converts to a slow wave, which propagates and deposits energy through resonant
wave-particle interactions has however not been given so far, even if this is required to
determine only which species finally absorbs the power.

In this paper, the gyrokinetic toroidal PENN code [23] is used to answer exactly that
question, comparing toroidal mode-conversion calculations with the simplified predictions
from the gyrokinetic slab ISMENE [13] and the fluid toroidal LION [19] codes. After



a reminder in sect.2 of the principles behind the physical phenomenon, all three models
used in the paper are briefly described with their possibilities and limitations. A DIII-
D equilibrium is then analyzed in sect.3 for a mode-conversion scenario, showing that
toroidal and kinetic effects are both important, and that toroidicity can strongly increase
the efficiency of the mode conversion. A summary and some concluding remarks are given
in sect.4.

2 MODELS
When waves in a physical system propagate somewhere with neighboring frequencies and
wavevectors, the energy associated with one of the branches can be transferred to another
in a process commonly called linear mode-conversion [9]. This generally occurs in the
vicinity of fast wave resonances and slow wave cut-offs [9, 27] where the wavelengths
undergo rapid variations due to the inhomogeneities in the plasma parameters; mode-
conversion may also be induced non-resonantly by confluences [28, 29], toroidicity [30]
and changes in the magnetic shear [31].

In the tokamak, the conversion taking place at the ion-ion hybrid resonance is intrin-
sically a two-dimensional gyrokinetic problem. It is two-dimensional because the flux-
surface symmetry implied by the Alfve"n resonances [21, 32] is broken by the vertical
character of the cyclotron resonances. That it is kinetic is at the same time trivial, since
the converted slow waves owe their mere existence to the particles finite gyro-orbits, and
subtle because the mode-converted power can for a single resonance in slab geometry be
evaluated with resonance absorption, which does not take into account the propagation
of the slow wave at all. In this paper, three different models are used to analyze the same
scenario:

• the gyrokinetic slab ISMENE-IV code [13, 14] solves the global wave equations in
real space using 1-D cubic finite elements to discretize all three components of the
electric field (En, E^, E\\); the projections are "normal" to the surfaces with constant
density and temperature, "parallel" to the magnetic field and "bi-normal" to the
other two. The equilibrium profiles are chosen for a cross-section in the mid-plane
and the plasma response defined using a second order FLR expansion of the dielectric
tensor [33]. The power absorption may be separated locally from the kinetic power
flux following Ref.[34, 35, 36]. In this form, the code describes the propagation,
damping and mode conversion of global fast and slow waves in a slab plasma, with
a power absorption due to resonant Landau, cyclotron and transit-time magnetic
pumping (TTMP) interactions.

• The fluid toroidal LION code [19] solves the wave equations in real space using 2-D
hybrid finite elements to avoid "numerical pollution", in terms of only two electric
field components (En, E\,) that are perpendicular to the local magnetic field. Using
a toroidal equilibrium [37], the lukewarm dielectric tensor of the plasma is defined
so as to take into account the parallel dynamics of the particles, using the fast wave
dispersion relation to evaluate the higher harmonic cyclotron damping and relying
on resonance absorption to regularize the singularities in the fluid wave equations
[38]. The power absorption can be derived from the anti-Hermitian part of the



dielectric tensor or through the divergence of the Poynting flux, enabling a local self-
consistency check of the numerical solution. As shown in ref.[21], the contribution
from the resonance absorption may however not be split among different species.
In this form, the code describes the propagation and damping of global fast and
shear Alfven waves in a tokamak, with a power absorption induced by resonant
Landau, cyclotron and TTMP interactions, plus a contribution from the resonance
absorption.

The relatively new gyrokinetic toroidal PENN code [23] has first been tested in dif-
ferent limiting cases where simplified models are available [23] and has been used
since for toroidal mode-conversion studies to ion-drift [39], kinetic Alfven [30] and
ion-Bernstein waves [40]. Detailed comparisons have been carried out with global
Alfven eigenmode experiments: they show that excellent agreement is achieved be-
tween the wavefield [41] and the damping rates [31] predicted, and the measurements
from the JET tokamak. The code solves the wave equations in real space using a
bi-cubic finite elements representation in terms of the electromagnetic potentials
(An,Ab,A\\,(j>) avoiding the "numerical pollution" [23, 42]. Using the same toroidal
equilibrium [37] as in LION, the dielectric tensor operator of the plasma response is
defined using a second order FLR expansion of the dielectric tensor [43]. To evaluate
analytically the velocity integrals over the resonant denominators (ui — lQ. — fen^)"1,
an approximate functional dependence k\\ = n/R is assumed instead of using the

exact operator k\\ — —iB~l B V, where u stands for the frequency, IQ a multiple
of the cyclotron harmonic, n the toroidal mode number, R the major radius and k\\

—v
the wave-vector along the local magnetic field B- By measuring k\\ directly on the
wavefield, an iterative procedure may be used to make the calculation self-consistent
[23]. The local power absorption calculated within the drift-kinetic approximation in
eqs. 50-51 of Ref.[44] is completed with the corresponding first and second harmonic
cyclotron absorption [45]:

V
p£|V+£+ | 'exp -(^~^-) ) (1)

where E+ — En + iEt,, V+ = Vn + iVb, and eo is the permittivity of free space,
up the plasma frequency, p\ = v2

h/2Q,2 the Larmor radius, vth the thermal velocity.
Because there are two degrees of freedom in toroidal geometry and several interact-
ing wave branches, the net power flux cannot be defined in general for wavefields
with a substantial amount of reflections. In this form, the code describes the prop-
agation, damping and mode conversion of global fast and slow waves in a tokamak
plasma. Note that no extra "viscous damping" is added to damp out artificially
short wavelength modes, all the power being here absorbed by the physical resonant
Landau, cyclotron and TTMP interactions.

Because mode-conversion is in the ICRF a two-dimensional gyrokinetic problem, it
is clear that only the last model is formally applicable, in the sense that the gyrokinetic



toroidal solution can only be obtained with a singular perturbation from the fluid-toroidal
or gyrokinetic-slab wave equations. In the coming section, the three codes are used to
analyze carefully the mode-conversion and point out the differences between models that
are often used in the literature.

3 TOROIDAL MODE-CONVERSION
To be able to later compare the calculations with experimental measurements, a mode-
conversion scenario is chosen with the parameters of table 1 typical of the DIII-D tokamak.
The double-null magnetic field configuration of the discharge 89017 at 1830 msec is recon-
structed in toroidal geometry [37, 46] by limiting the outermost flux surface to qedge — 15
and in slab geometry by using the approximation B(x) = BORO/(RQ + x) in terms of
the toroidal magnetic field only. The shape of the vacuum vessel is taken into account
exactly in PENN and is modeled with a conducting wall located at constant 20 cm from
the plasma in the other two codes. An oscillating antenna current is driven in the vacuum
region half way between the plasma edge and the vessel, either on the high (HFS) or low
magnetic field side (LFS) of the torus.

With this set-up, the cyclotron layers u> = QH = ISID intersect the mid-plane on the
LFS of the magnetic axis at a normalized radius s = y/ip^ ~ 0.25 (where ipn stands for the
normalized poloidal magnetic flux), equivalent in slab geometry to the absolute coordinate
x = +10 cm. Depending on the relative concentration of the ions, Alfven resonances and
ion-ion hybrid resonance-cut-off pairs are formed on the HFS of the cyclotron layers where
the dispersion relations k2 = e±ui2/c2 = u>2/(?A and QDH — V / ( W D ^ # + w ^ o ) / ' ( w ^ + w2

H)
are satisfied with h\\ = (n + m/q)/R, CA — B/(AnY^niTni)^ ej_ = 1 + Yl^/i^f ~ u)2)i
where u)i and Q,i stand for the plasma and cyclotron frequencies of the species with index
i. These resonances are layers where the Alfven wave propagates along the magnetic field
lines: in the lukewarm LION model, they provide for a resonant absorption of the shear-
Alfven wave which depends artificially on the species temperatures and they coincide in
gyrokinetic models with the locations where mode-conversion is expected to take place
to the kinetic Alfven wave. Ion-Bernstein waves may also be excited non-resonantly near
the layer where UJ = 2Q,D and require a gyrokinetic modeling.

3.1 Low field side antenna
Let us begin this study with a plasma composed of 67% deuterium and 34% hydrogen.
Using the gyrokinetic slab ISMENE code, fig.l(a) shows how the fast wave emitted on
the LFS by an antenna at i = +70 cm propagates inwards past the cyclotron layers
oj = nH = 2Q,D at x — +10 cm and reaches the cut-off x € [—24; —19] cm in front of
the fast wave ion-ion hybrid resonance where k2 = e±u2/c2. Although a part is reflected,
a fraction of the wave power tunnels through to the hybrid resonance at x = —24 cm,
where the sharp variation of the fast wavefield induces a mode-conversion to the slow wave
propagating further to the HFS with a short wavelength until it is completely damped.
Resonant wave-particle interactions are responsible for the absorption of the wave energy
and lead to the plasma heating. The electron Landau damping (ELD) of the fast wave
increases towards the core where the temperature is largest and absorbs already 40%
of the total power between the plasma edge and the resonances u) = QH — 2&D- The



cyclotron damping by hydrogen and deuterium ions absorb another 6 and 12 % in the
interval x G [3; 17] cm, so that only ~ 16% of the total power is finally converted and
deposited by slow wave ELD in the interval x G [—45; —25] cm, the rest being absorbed
by fast wave ELD. Fig.l(b) shows the power deposition integrated from the center for
each species, assimilating the radial variable with a normalized position s = |x/60| to
compare this slab calculation with the toroidal results below.

Even if the fast wavefield in fig.l(c) calculated using the fluid toroidal LION code
looks similar in the mid-plane to the prediction from ISMENE, the power deposition
in fig.l(b) is in LION entirely dominated by the cyclotron damping from the hydrogen
ions. The standing fast wavefield tunnels to the HFS all along the cut-off layer and hits
the shear-Alfven resonances which become clearly visible in fig.l(c); the strong peaking
of the resonance wavefield near the cyclotron layer at co = f2# is then responsible for
up to 85% of the total power absorption. Because the variation of ex is large along the
magnetic surfaces, the shear-Alfven wave described with the fluid model propagates along
the magnetic field with an increasing k\\ and may get partly reflected or absorbed because
the numerical resolution becomes insufficient in the poloidal direction. Toroidal effects are
clearly important and explain the large difference between the predictions from ISMENE
and LION. Unfortunately, the partition among the species and the deposition profile of
the resonantly absorbed power is meaningless, because Budden's resonance absorption [7]
does not properly evaluate the power mode-converted in toroidal geometry [21, 23].

A consistent description of the mode-conversion in the tokamak can be obtained with a
gyrokinetic toroidal calculation describing the propagation and damping of the mode con-
verted wave: fig.l(d) shows that the result obtained from the PENN code is considerably
different from the two previous models. In the background, a global fast wavefield (very
similar to the one in LION, but not apparent in the figure) carries the wave power to the
HFS of the torus and to the ion-ion hybrid resonance fcjj = e x ^ / c 2 ; in the neighborhood,
mode-conversion induces slow wavefield structures with wavelengths that are similar to
those obtained above using ISMENE. The amplitudes compared with the fast wave are
however much larger here because standing slow waves form spatially localized eigenmodes
that are weakly damped by ELD. Some time ago, localized shear-Alfven structures have
been proposed [47, 48], resulting from the toroidal coupling in regions where ex — 0 and
where the wavelength A|| = 2irc/(uy/e) matches the characteristic inhomogeneity length
along the magnetic field L = 2irRq at relatively high frequencies w. The more elaborate
global wavefield calculation using LION in fig.l(c) clearly shows that such structures are
heavily damped and do not emerge from the continuum; this has however to be taken
with caution since fluid models are sufficient to describe neither the conversion nor the
subsequent damping of the wave forming the eigenmodes. The comprehensive gyrokinetic
calculation in fig.l(d) here shows for the first time that relatively weakly damped spa-
tially localized eigenmodes do indeed exist and have a finite radial extension because of
the gyro-motion of the ions. Driven to relatively large amplitudes by the ICRF antennas,
they may therefore interact relatively well with fast particles and could provide a useful
mean to enhance radial transport associated with fusion-born a—particles.

3.2 High field side antenna
It is well known that in the plane slab model there is a great difference in the mode-
conversion efficiency depending on whether a fast wave is lanched from the high or low
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field side of the resonance cut-off pair. Fig.2(a) shows that with ISMENE the fast wave
launched from the HFS at x = —70 cm propagates inwards and hits the hybrid resonance
k2 = e±_co2/c2 at x = —24 cm, before it gets significatively affected by the ELD. The
mode-converted slow wave propagates backwards to the HFS and deposits nearly 100%
of the power by ELD in the interval x € [—45; —25] cm, the transmission through the
evanescent layer x £ [—24; —19] cm remaining negligibly small. A similar behavior is
also apparent in the LION calculation in fig.2(c), where the fast wave hits directly the
shear-Alfven wave resonances from the HFS, carrying the power to the cyclotron layer
u> — Clff and dissipating up to 93% with resonance absorption through cyclotron damping
on the hydrogen ions. The gyrokinetic toroidal result obtained with PENN in fig.2(d) is
remarkably similar to fig.l(d), consistent with the weakly damped eigenmode character
of the wavefield independent of the antenna position.

The power deposition calculated with fluid LION code in fig.2(b) suggests that most
of the power is absorbed by resonance absorption on the hydrogen ions, but can again
not be trusted because a fluid modeling is not sufficient. The profiles obtained using
the gyrokinetic ISMENE and PENN codes are rather similar and show that contrary to
the fluid prediction, nearly 100% of the power is deposited by slow wave ELD in the
neighborhood of the ion-ion hybrid resonance s € [0.45; 0.65]. The toroidal deposition
profile is radially more localized because of the formation of slow wave eigenmodes which
do not at all exist in the slab model; plotting the local power deposition throughout the
cross-section makes it clear that the power is absorbed away from the mid-plane, in the
regions where the electric field in fig.l(d) and 2(d) is large in average, underlining the
qualitative difference behind the results which look similar in the slab and in the toroidal
geometry.

3.3 Dependence on the equilibrium parameters

From the local wave propagation theory, it is known that when the deuterium density
fraction no/(riff + no) is raised from 0 to 1, the mode-converted wave changes from a
kinetic Alfven wave induced at Alfven resonances on the HFS of u = SIH, to a slow wave
propagating in the neighborhood of the ion-ion hybrid resonance A;jj = e±w2/c2, becoming
finally an ion-Bernstein wave propagating on the HFS of u) = 2Vto m a- pure deuterium
plasma.

Fig. 3 shows the global wavefield obtained using the gyrokinetic toroidal PENN code
in the ion-ion hybrid regime using a LFS antenna and equal ion densities n# = no- Com-
pared with the previous scenario in fig.l(d), the ion-ion hybrid resonance is here slightly
shifted to the HFS; the main difference however comes from the parameters which do not
any longer exactly match those of the slow wave eigenmode. The background wavefield
gaining in relative amplitude becomes more visible on the plot, with a long wavelength
partially standing fast wavefield that peaks at the hybrid resonance and generates a slow
wave with nearly vertical wavefronts in the mid-plane. Away from the mid-plane, the
Alfvenic character of the slow wave makes the short-wavelength oscillations follow the
magnetic field lines and propagate counter-clockwise along the flux surfaces. A contribu-
tion from the former slow eigenmode wavefield subsists in the region where ej_ — 0 and
a new short wavelength oscillation also appears in the neighborhood of u = 2Clo which
is identified as an ion-Bernstein wave. Up to 82% of the power is in this scenario de-



posited by the slow wave ELD away from the axis around s = 0.6, cyclotron interactions
absorbing the rest of the power with 15% on hydrogen and 3% on deuterium ions.

Reducing the deuterium content down to 12% and below brings the hybrid resonance
ever closer to the cyclotron layer at u — Q#. The mode-converted slow wave (here poorly
resolved with the mesh in the upper half-plane of fig.4) gets increasingly damped by the
resonant cyclotron interactions absorbing the majority of the power until the slow wave
disappears completely in presence of a couple of percent deuterium only. On the HFS of
the ion-ion hybrid resonance, mode conversion becomes most effective at the outermost
Alfven resonance where the electron temperature is large enough to satisfy u/(k\\ve) < 1
[23]; it generates a flux surface aligned Alfve"nic wave that escapes radially inwards from
the region where it cannot anymore follow the magnetic field lines counter-clockwise across
the cyclotron layer (lower half-plane in fig.4).

If the deuterium concentration is on the contrary raised to 88% and above, the ion-ion
hybrid layer is completely removed from the plasma on the HFS of the torus. Fig.5 shows
that the mode-conversion remains nevertheless possible by toroidal coupling of the slow
wave in the region where e± ~ 0, leading to an off-axis power deposition by slow wave
ELD around s = 0.6. Above 96%, the mode-conversion to ion-Bernstein waves along
the cyclotron layer co = 2Q,£> becomes dominant and deposits the power on the different
species in the same manner as previously shown for JET in Ref.[40]. The temperature
being lower here, it is not possible to resolve well enough the short wavelengths associated
with the ion-Bernstein wave.

Varying parameters other than the relative ion concentration, such as the magnetic
field and the species temperature does of course affect the propagation, the damping and
the mode-conversion of the fast and slow waves, but does not significatively change the
qualitative description given above.

4 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
From the abundance of different mode-conversion regions and the diversity of the un-
derlying physical mechanisms, it appears clearly that a reliable prediction of the mode-
converted power requires at least a global gyrokinetic toroidal calculation, taking into
account the propagation and the damping of the slow wave. Apart from the parallel elec-
tric field which has here been taken into account, the main difference between the results
obtained using PENN and the predictions from other codes [26] is mainly due to the dis-
cretization in real space, which allows for a description of wavefields that are poloidally
very localized without having to deal with very broad Fourier spectra which can only be
resolved with great difficulty. The price to pay for this reduction from an integral to a
partial-differential equation is of course the functional approximation of the parallel wave
vector, evaluating the resonant wave-particle interaction without the poloidal mode num-
ber in the second term of the operator k\\ = (n + m/q)/R. Using the iterative procedure
in eqs.52-53 of Ref.[23], it is however possible to check a posteriori how good the approx-
imation &.| = n/R is. In most of the cases (and in all the figures of this paper), the
wavefield does not change significatively when iterating, simply because the slow waves in
the ICRF have the tendency to develop wavelengths that are much shorter radially than
poloidally so that the condition n > m/q is often satisfied.

To summarize, ICRF mode-conversion has for the first time been numerically resolved
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in tokamak geometry, showing where the slow wave is born, how it propagates, gets
reflected and damped by resonant wave-particle interactions. Different mode-conversion
regions have been identified, such as the outermost Alfven resonance where u>/(k\\ve) < 1
on the HFS of the lowest frequency cyclotron layer, the region where e± ~ 0, the ion-ion
hybrid resonance and the ion-Bernstein cut-off along the second harmonic cyclotron layer.
Relatively weakly damped slow wave eigenmodes are formed by toroidal coupling where
ex — 0; in a scenario where the fast wave damping is relatively weak, they yield a power
deposition which is independent of the antenna location and could in a reactor be driven
to sufficiently large amplitudes so as to interact efficiently with fast particles.
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List of Figures
1 Three models for the same LFS excitation with UH/UD = 0.33 and the rest

of the parameters in table 1: the bi-normal wavefield amplitude dte(Eb)
obtained with the gyrokinetic slab ISMENE code for a poloidal wavevector
m = 9 (a) is plotted inside the plasma, with the corresponding results
from the fluid toroidal LION (c) and gyrokinetic toroidal PENN codes (d).
The integrated power deposition profiles (b) show for each model and each
species where the power is being absorbed

2 The same as fig.l but using a HFS antenna
3 Gyrokinetic toroidal wavefield obtained using the PENN code with a LFS

antenna and nn/no = 0.5
4 Gyrokinetic toroidal wavefield obtained using the PENN code with a LFS

antenna and Tin/no = 0.12
5 Gyrokinetic toroidal wavefield obtained using the PENN code with a LFS

antenna and UH/UD = 0.88

Table 1: Parameters for a mode-conversion scenario in DIII-D.

major radius
magnetic field
safety factor (axis, edge)
volume averaged pressure
antenna frequency
poloidal antenna extension
toroidal wave vector
density ne = nD + n# = no(l - 0.95s2)08

temperature Te = Te>0(l - 0.95s2)
TD = TH — Tifi(l - 0.95s2)

discretization ISMENE cubic FEM
LION bi-linear hybrid FEM
PENN bi-cubic FEM

Bo
QO ~ Qedge

< P >
fant

Oant
ky — n/R
n0

Te,0
Th0

Nx

{Nrad + N^) x

1.96 m
2.14 Tesla
2 - 1 5
1.0%
31 MHz
52 deg.
10.2 m-1

4.5 x 1019 m~3

2keV
1.5 keV
800
200 x 140

Npol (100 + 12) x 100
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